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CELEBRATION ASSEMBLY
Congratulations to all the rosette winners this week.    
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Lottie Forrest Olivia R
Zofia Prach Jess S
Daisy Whilton Delaney L
Demi-May Butchers Chanel VR
Lucas Scott Destiny C
Annaleese Paine Oliver M
Oliver Rowlands Michael W
Alex Williams Oscar B
Alfie Tierney Isaac T
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The shorter school week has really made these last few days fly by but staff and 
pupils have still managed to cram in a wealth of learning over these last few days. 
It’s been lovely to see the sun shining a little more and everyone enjoying and 
making the most of the outdoors in all areas of their learning. It will be the same 
next week and everyone at WS hopes that you all enjoy the long weekend and we 
will see you on Tuesday 9th May.

Coronation lunch and 
celebrations
The children have really enjoyed 
celebrating the upcoming royal 
coronation today by wearing wed, 
white and blue or something very 
fancy indeed! Pupils have had the 
opportunity to take part in some 
fun activities and learning about this 
historical ceremony today. Enjoy the 
extra day to celebrate!

To all our wonderful Year 6s: 
You have all worked incredibly hard during your 
time at school, particularly these past nine months 
and all of your dedication and commitment to your 
learning and revision has been commendable. You 
are an inspiration to our younger year groups who 
will eventually follow in your footsteps and we 
thank you for being such fantastic role models. We 
wish you lots of luck for your SAT’s next week - you 
are all truly amazing and this is your time to shine! 
Have a relaxing and enjoyable weekend filled with 
laughter and rest and we look forward to seeing 
you on Tuesday morning.
Remember... Don't get 
stressed, just do your best - 
you're blessed with skills that 
SAT's can't test.

Book Banquet
1W had a great week in 
collaboration with 
Trinity Church helping to 
construct a ‘Book Banquet’ 
to encourage and excite 
children about reading. They 
really enjoyed the event and 
continue to build up their 
enthusiasm for reading. Well 
Done Year 1
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